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Designing Interfaces
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Geared to IT professionals eager to get into the all-importantfield of data
warehousing, this book explores all topics needed bythose who design and
implement data warehouses. Readers will learnabout planning requirements,
architecture, infrastructure, datapreparation, information delivery, implementation,
and maintenance.They'll also find a wealth of industry examples garnered from
theauthor's 25 years of experience in designing and implementingdatabases and
data warehouse applications for majorcorporations. Market: IT Professionals,
Consultants.

Data Warehousing Fundamentals
If you've ever wanted to reload ammunition but didn't know where to start this
book is for you. You'll find detailed chapters about primers, cartridge cases, gun
powder, and bullets, explaining in layman's terms what they are, variations you'll
encounter and the characteristics of each. You'll also learn the different facets of
case preparation: which are necessary and which are optional, and how to do
them. You'll learn some characteristics of gunpowder and which types work best
with bulk measurements. There'll be detailed photos and explanations teaching the
process of reloading ammunition. From there you'll be shown how you can gear up
to reload your own ammunition even if you don't have much money or
space.Although most of the book is geared toward metallic cartridge reloading
there's also a chapter on reloading shotgun ammunition. It too, will show you the
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steps involved and how to become operational with very little money and minimal
space requirements.After reading this book the novice reloader will: (a) be capable
of making informed choices when purchasing their equipment and components; (b)
be able to understand the reloading process and why certain steps are taken or
omitted; (c) have a safe, profitable and enjoyable experience from the very
beginning.

Metallic Cartridge Handloading
The 2010/11 season will go down as a memorable one for Goalkeeper Richard Lee.
After more than ten years at Watford FC, Richard signed for League One outfit
Brentford FC, but soon found himself cast aside. Dropped after one game and
behind three other goalkeepers before he would get another opportunity - Richard
would take on his toughest challenge to date! Cup wins, penalty saves,
hypnotherapy and injury would follow, but these things only tell a small part of the
tale. Suffering from acute mental anxiety throughout his career pushed Richard
into making a choice between fight or flight. Could he overcome his fears or take
the easy road out and quit? Fortunately for Brentford fans, he chose to fight.
Throughout this book, Richard shares his understanding of the mind and how to
apply it for high-level performance. Filled with anecdotes, insights, humour and
honesty - Graduation uncovers Richard's campaign to take back the number one
spot, save a lot of penalties, and overcome new challenges. What we see is a
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transformation - beautifully encapsulated in this extraordinary season.

Western Powders Handloading Guide - Edition 1
Learn JavaScript from scratch! Packed with numerous examples, JavaScript: Novice
to Ninja is a fun, step-by-step and comprehensive introduction to development in
JavaScript. Discover how to use JavaScript to solve real-world problems, build
smarter forms, track user events, and design eye-catching animations. Learn
JavaScript's built-in functions, methods, and properties. Use JavaScript to validate
form entries and interact with your users. Understand how to respond to user
events and add interactivity to your applications. Create animations that bring your
web site to life. Start programming using the DOM And much more!

Handbook of Non-Ferrous Metal Powders
Why reinvent the wheel every time you run into a problem with JavaScript? This
cookbook is chock-full of code recipes that address common programming tasks,
as well as techniques for building web apps that work in any browser. Just copy and
paste the code samples into your project—you’ll get the job done faster and learn
more about JavaScript in the process. You'll also learn how to take advantage of
the latest features in ECMAScript 5 and HTML5, including the new cross-domain
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widget communication technique, HTML5's video and audio elements, and the
drawing canvas. You'll find recipes for using these features with JavaScript to build
high-quality application interfaces. Create interactive web and desktop applications
Work with JavaScript objects, such as String, Array, Number, and Math Use
JavaScript with Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) and the canvas element Store data
in various ways, from the simple to the complex Program the new HTML5 audio
and video elements Implement concurrent programming with Web Workers Use
and create jQuery plug-ins Use ARIA and JavaScript to create fully accessible rich
internet applications

JavaScript Cookbook
In Reloading for Handgunners, the reader will learn the benefits of serious handgun
ammunition reloading (decreased cost, increased reliability) in an accessible, stepby-step way. In addition, the reader will learn how to avoid the costly, wasteful
errors that plague many reloaders, experienced and novice alike. Finally, the
reader will enjoy the vast experience and unique style that have made Patrick
Sweeney the country's leading guru on tactical and competition shooting and
ammunition. Features: Shortcuts, hints and tips (from a certified master gunsmith,
film consultant, and certified Armorer Instructor) to reload your own ammunition
and avoid costly errors Loading data for the most popular and asked-about calibers
Specialty loading info for: Competition: IPSC/IDPA, Bullseye, Steel Challenge,
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Cowboy Hunting: heavy magnums and big bores

Shooter's Bible Guide to Handloading
Learn what works, what doesn't work, and why! Following the numerous chapters
on the science and safety of cartridge reloading, there are over 200 pages of rifle
cartridge loads and another 20 pages of handgun cartridge loads to help
handloaders get the most out of their cartridges. Handbook for Shooters &
Reloaders has been the quintessential guide for cartridge reloaders since 1962.
Widely renowned in reloading and wildcat circles, this book culminates decades of
reloading experience and cartridge development by P. O. Ackley and a number of
contributing writers. Backed by extensive research, the information contained in
this first volume provides comprehensive information on wildcat cartridges and
covers basic to advanced techniques that remain timeless. Parker O. Ackley
(1903-1989), revered as one of the foremost authorities on wildcat cartridges, was
an avid gunsmith, researcher, and writer. His Ackley Improved Cartridges brought
an innovative twist to cartridge design, and he is credited with the development of
high-velocity wildcat cartridges.

Webbots, Spiders, and Screen Scrapers, 2nd Edition
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If you need help writing programs in Python 3, or want to update older Python 2
code, this book is just the ticket. Packed with practical recipes written and tested
with Python 3.3, this unique cookbook is for experienced Python programmers who
want to focus on modern tools and idioms. Inside, you’ll find complete recipes for
more than a dozen topics, covering the core Python language as well as tasks
common to a wide variety of application domains. Each recipe contains code
samples you can use in your projects right away, along with a discussion about
how and why the solution works. Topics include: Data Structures and Algorithms
Strings and Text Numbers, Dates, and Times Iterators and Generators Files and I/O
Data Encoding and Processing Functions Classes and Objects Metaprogramming
Modules and Packages Network and Web Programming Concurrency Utility
Scripting and System Administration Testing, Debugging, and Exceptions C
Extensions

The Gun Digest Book of Sig-Sauer
Are you brave? When the mysterious Amelia Pigeon turns up at Kirby's bedroom
window in the dead of night, this is the question she asks him – immediately before
they tumble into a world of ancient malevolent spirits who have torn their way into
Kirby's boring seaside village. Kirby isn't feeling brave at all. His mother is in a
coma following a freak (or was it?) accident, and he's hardly talking to his dad. He's
convinced a spider is watching him, and now a weird girl in a yellow raincoat – who
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claims to be a powerful, evil-banishing Shadowsmith – is dragging him into
unknown danger. How brave is he really? Ross MacKenzie, author of the Blue Peter
award-winning The Nowhere Emporium, weaves a world of magic and adventure
which twists and turns magnificently and will keep thrilled young readers guessing
right to the end.

The Practical Guide to Reloading Ammunition
Reloading Guide

A Treatise of Captures in War
Reloading for Handgunners
Medical edibles have come a long way since the infamous pot brownies that were
consumed with crunchy, awful-tasting leaves and stems. Aunt Sandy’s Medical
Marijuana Cookbook is a collection of recipes by cooking instructor, Sandy
Moriarty, who is a professor at Oaksterdam University in Oakland Ca. Oaksterdam
University has pioneered training for jobs in the booming marijuana industry. The
cookbook is retro in design and content, reminiscent of classic Betty Crocker-type
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comfort foods. Some of Sandy’s favorites include mac and cheese, spicy buffalo
wings, and scalloped potatoes. The book visually demonstrates and reveals the
process for creating Sandy’s 10x Cannabutter. It includes 40 easy-to-prepare,
delicious dishes from her signature dessert, Blue Sky Lemon Bars, to the Dizzy Bird
Turkey with Stuffing for a festive holiday dinner. The book updates some of the
classics with low-calorie, vegetarian, vegan, sugar-free and gluten-free options.
Each individual’s potency level is different. The author teaches how potency can be
adjusted by the amount of plant material used in the butter, oil or tincture. The
American Medical Association has now recognized the medical value of marijuana
and the federal government has provided medical marijuana to selected medical
patients for many years.

Network Warrior
Creating robust artificial intelligence is one of the greatest challenges for game
developers, yet the commercial success of a game is often dependent upon the
quality of the AI. In this book, Ian Millington brings extensive professional
experience to the problem of improving the quality of AI in games. He describes
numerous examples from real games and explores the underlying ideas through
detailed case studies. He goes further to introduce many techniques little used by
developers today. The book's associated web site contains a library of C++ source
code and demonstration programs, and a complete commercial source code library
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of AI algorithms and techniques. "Artificial Intelligence for Games - 2nd edition" will
be highly useful to academics teaching courses on game AI, in that it includes
exercises with each chapter. It will also include new and expanded coverage of the
following: AI-oriented gameplay; Behavior driven AI; Casual games (puzzle games).
Key Features * The first comprehensive, professional tutorial and reference to
implement true AI in games written by an engineer with extensive industry
experience. * Walks through the entire development process from beginning to
end. * Includes examples from over 100 real games, 10 in-depth case studies, and
web site with sample code.

Get Onboard
Our reloading logbooks have the features we felt were important. The logbook has
space for the firearm name, barrel, and cartridge. In addition, the logbook has
space to record date, temperature / humidity, case, primer, bullet weight, powder,
charge / setting, seating depth, exit speed, high velocity, low velocity, average
velocity, standard deviation, group size, number of shots, and observations. There
are 100 pages per book with over 1,400 different load recordings in the book.

The Handloader's Manual of Cartridge Conversion
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Ammunition reloading guide.

Handbook for Shooters and Reloaders
Success and promotion within Toronto's public transportation system come at a
price. The shifts bring both physical and mental stress. The effects of these seep
from work life into the social and personal lives of the operators. Parallel to this is
the author's own personal story, a moving portrayal of a broken family home,
abandoned teen dreams and a desperate need to be loved and appreciated. The
author struggles with daily abuse from the public and his own demons, to the point
of almost calling it quits. However his own personal quest to be the best at
whatever he does leads him to experience a shift in life focus when he starts to do
his job as if the CEO is standing at his side on every shift.

Shadowsmith
Ernest Hemingway is a mythic writer and alpha male. As a hunter and
conservationist, he drew greatly from the strong example of Theodore Roosevelt,
and he much enjoyed teaching newcomers to shoot and hunt. Including short
excerpts from Hemingway's works, these stories of his guns and rifles tell us as
much about him as a lifelong, expert hunter and shooter and as a man.
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Graduation
The manufacture and use of the powders of non-ferrous metals has been taking
place for many years in what was previously Soviet Russia, and a huge amount of
knowledge and experience has built up in that country over the last forty years or
so. Although accounts of the topic have been published in the Russian language,
no English language account has existed until now. Six prominent academics and
industrialists from the Ukraine and Russia have produced this highly-detailed
account which covers the classification, manufacturing methods, treatment and
properties of the non-ferrous metals ( aluminium, titanium, magnesium, copper,
nickel, cobalt, zinc, cadmium, lead, tin, bismuth, noble metals and earth metals).
The result is a formidable reference source for those in all aspects of the metal
powder industry. * Covers the manufacturing methods, properties and importance
of the following metals: aluminium, titanium, magnesium, copper, nickel, cobalt,
zinc, cadmium, noble metals, rare earth metals, lead, tin and bismuth. * Expert
Russian team of authors, all very experienced * English translation and update of
book previously published in Russian.

Modern Handloading
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Hemingway's Guns
Provides information on designing easy-to-use interfaces.

Python Cookbook
Python for Data Analysis
Intelligent readers who want to build their own embedded computer systems-installed in everything from cell phones to cars to handheld organizers to
refrigerators-- will find this book to be the most in-depth, practical, and up-to-date
guide on the market. Designing Embedded Hardware carefully steers between the
practical and philosophical aspects, so developers can both create their own
devices and gadgets and customize and extend off-the-shelf systems. There are
hundreds of books to choose from if you need to learn programming, but only a
few are available if you want to learn to create hardware. Designing Embedded
Hardware provides software and hardware engineers with no prior experience in
embedded systems with the necessary conceptual and design building blocks to
understand the architectures of embedded systems. Written to provide the depth
of coverage and real-world examples developers need, Designing Embedded
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Hardware also provides a road-map to the pitfalls and traps to avoid in designing
embedded systems. Designing Embedded Hardware covers such essential topics
as: The principles of developing computer hardware Core hardware designs
Assembly language concepts Parallel I/O Analog-digital conversion Timers (internal
and external) UART Serial Peripheral Interface Inter-Integrated Circuit Bus
Controller Area Network (CAN) Data Converter Interface (DCI) Low-power operation
This invaluable and eminently useful book gives you the practical tools and skills to
develop, build, and program your own application-specific computers.

Reloading Logbook
Experience the Quality of a Sig Noted firearms training expert Massad Ayoob takes
an in-depth look at some of the finest pistols on the market. If you own a SIG-Sauer
pistol, have considered buying one or just appreciate the quality of these find
pistols, this is the book for you. Ayoob takes a practical look at each of the SIGSauer pistols including handling characteristics, design and performance. Each gun
is every caliber is tested and evaluated, giving you all the details you need as you
choose and use your SIG-Sauer pistol.

The Beginner's Guide to Reloading Ammunition
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The new 33rd Edition of the Blue Book of Gun Values by S.P. Fjestad has been
expanded to 2,432 pages, easily making it the highest page count of any firearms
book currently in print. New 2012 makes and models have been included, along
with updated values on discontinued firearms and antiques. Once again, the
80-page Photo Percentage Grading System™ provides high resolution color images
that are the last word to help ascertain any firearm's correct condition factor based
on the percentage of original condition. Revolvers, pistols, rifles, and shotguns are
also shown separately, in addition to NRA Antique Condition Factors.

Web Scraping with Python
This book can save your life! The best defense for any scenario is to be prepared.
The Gun Digest Book of Combat Handgunnery prepares you for potential lifethreatening situations with practical instruction and expert guidance. Author
Massad Ayoob teaches you the skills to keep you and your family safe in any
violent encounter, including: Selecting the right pistol, ammunition and holster
How to use and accessorize your handgun Close-quarter battle techniques used by
law enforcement and the U.S. military In addition to the tactical aspects of selfdefense, Ayoob also covers practical information about selecting a used handgun
and the legal aspects of self-defense with a firearm. Firearms technology and
tactics change throughout the years, which is why the updated 6th edition of The
Gun Digest Book of Combat Handgunnery is essential to the well-being of you and
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your family. Remember, your best defense is to be prepared.

Blue Book of Gun Values
The Classic Reference - Bigger and Better than Ever One of the most respected
reloading texts of all time, Reloading for Shotgunners is now bigger, more
comprehensive and more profusely illustrated than ever! This all-new fifth edition
includes exhaustive data for lead and non-toxic shot - and it goes well beyond the
ho-hum 2-3/4" 12-gauge data contained in other books. From .410 bored to
10-gauge magnum, from 2" hulls to the mammoth 3-1/2", if it can be fired in a
shotgun, it's in this book! Rick Sapp, co-author of The Gun Digest Book of Trap &
Skeet, has outdone himself in creating this masterful compilation of shotgun
reloading data. Whether you're a novice shotgunner or a seasoned reloader, you
can't afford to be without this ground-breaking fifth edition of Reloading for
Shotgunners.

Modern Advancements in Long Range Shooting
Practical user guide to the world's most popular caliber! This second edition of Gun
Digest Book of .22 Rimfire is a complete handbook and user guide for shooters of
the .22 Long Rifle. Collectors and shooters alike will appreciate the comprehensive
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coverage of current and vintage firearms. Hardcore rimfire shooters will find
technical details that reveal how they can use headspace, rim thickness, and other
factors to enhance the performance of their equipment. New .22 rifles evaluated,
including the Ruger American, Savage B-Mag, Ruger 10/22 Takedown, CZ 455, and
more! Expert advice to enhance performance of models that are amenable to
alteration New coverage of optics for rimfire firearms Hands-on testing of the .17
WSM and other recent cartridges Best ballistics introduction available! The author's
experience and skill explaining how to choose ammunition will help shooters make
the right choice. Reader feedback from the first edition of this book describes the
information on ballistics as "the best introduction available!" With the introduction
of new models and discontinuing of others, any book on rimfires is a snapshot in
time of a field that changes rapidly. In Gun Digest Book of .22 Rimfire, 2nd Edition,
author James E. House provides thorough discussions of types of ammunition,
ballistics, and firearms that will be of long-term use to rimfire shooters everywhere.

Reloading for Shotgunners
All the physical data, how-to details, drawings, and tools needed to convert over
900 obsolete cartridge cases into shootable centerfire ammo.

Designing Embedded Hardware
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Metallic Cartridge Handloading covers all aspects of the reloading process:
cartridge case; maintaining, improving and loading the case; seating and reading
of primers; loading of propellant; bullets and loading of bullets; accurate load
development; internal & external ballistics; bullet making & casting; and
handloading press. This is not a reloading manual containing specific recipes for
various loads; it is a how-to book that covers the entire detailed process of
cartridge reloading.

Nosler Reloading Guide 7
Learning how to reloading ammunition can be a daunting task. Technical manuals
and books full of arcane data can make the subject mysterious and overwhelming.
No more! The Practical Guide to Reloading Ammunition teaches the subject in a
fun, easy-to-understand, and safe manner. Starting from the very beginning, The
Practical Guide to Reloading Ammunition will help readers understand the gear
they need - and what can wait. Chapter by chapter, the book explains the entire
process from brass cleaning to final inspection. Loaded with pictures and
illustrations, the process is made simple and clear. With this book, readers will be
reloading their own cost-effective ammunition quickly and safely. The Practical
Guide to Reloading ammunition focuses on the "how-to" aspects of reloading.
Author Tom McHale explains. "Think of reloading manuals as sheet music. And this
book as Mrs. Clutterbuck's piano lessons. If one develops a sudden urge to play
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Carnegie Hall, or even Bodean's Wet Whistle Bar and Bait Shop, they could just
order sheet music from the Internet. But it probably wouldn't be the most direct
path to ivory key success. Take some lessons first, then order the sheet music."
Although the author believes reading this book will be a far more pleasant
experience than weekly lessons in Mrs. Clutterbuck's den, the idea is the same.
The guide will teach aspiring reloaders how to get started. Topics Include: * Why
take up reloading? * Is reloading right for you? * What equipment do you need? *
Cleaning and processing brass. * The reloading process: step by step. * Pistol
caliber reloading. * Rifle caliber reloading. * Buying reloading components. *
Advanced equipment options - how gear can speed up the process. * Introduction
to advanced topics.

Reloading
There's a wealth of data online, but sorting and gathering it by hand can be tedious
and time consuming. Rather than click through page after endless page, why not
let bots do the work for you? Webbots, Spiders, and Screen Scrapers will show you
how to create simple programs with PHP/CURL to mine, parse, and archive online
data to help you make informed decisions. Michael Schrenk, a highly regarded
webbot developer, teaches you how to develop fault-tolerant designs, how best to
launch and schedule the work of your bots, and how to create Internet agents that:
–Send email or SMS notifications to alert you to new information quickly –Search
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different data sources and combine the results on one page, making the data
easier to interpret and analyze –Automate purchases, auction bids, and other
online activities to save time Sample projects for automating tasks like price
monitoring and news aggregation will show you how to put the concepts you learn
into practice. This second edition of Webbots, Spiders, and Screen Scrapers
includes tricks for dealing with sites that are resistant to crawling and scraping,
writing stealthy webbots that mimic human search behavior, and using regular
expressions to harvest specific data. As you discover the possibilities of web
scraping, you'll see how webbots can save you precious time and give you much
greater control over the data available on the Web.

Artificial Intelligence for Games
This publication is an informative guide book on reloading to include equipment
and accessories used as tools of the trade. It also includes my extensive
experiences as a reloader of approximately three hundred thousand rounds during
the past thirty-five years. The book covers fourteen chapters with a major
emphasis on Dillon reloading equipment and its many accessories. It does include
discussions on other products from major manufacturers. Other chapters mention
such subjects as reloading dies, primers, new pistol powders, reloading the 9mm,
plated/coated/moly bullets, special topics, FAQs, and the Ruger American Pistol
reviews with my experience loading for this firearm. This book is not an A to Z
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manual on how to begin reloading. It is a highly referenced publication that is
written for all working reloaders who want to learn more usable info and wish to
develop a lifelong hobbypractical volume reloading.

Browning Model 1885 Black Powder Cartridge Rifle
Gun Digest Book of .22 Rimfire
Presents case studies and instructions on how to solve data analysis problems
using Python.

The Gun Digest Book of Combat Handgunnery
Texasmac,texasmac Publishing,Browning,Winchester,M1885,Model
1885,Miroku,black powder cartridge rifle,BPCR,High-Wall,Low-wall,story of
creedmoor,creeedmore,9780615265612,0615265618,20008911351,Wayne
McLerran

Nosler Reloading Guide 8
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Learn web scraping and crawling techniques to access unlimited data from any
web source in any format. With this practical guide, you’ll learn how to use Python
scripts and web APIs to gather and process data from thousands—or even
millions—of web pages at once. Ideal for programmers, security professionals, and
web administrators familiar with Python, this book not only teaches basic web
scraping mechanics, but also delves into more advanced topics, such as analyzing
raw data or using scrapers for frontend website testing. Code samples are
available to help you understand the concepts in practice. Learn how to parse
complicated HTML pages Traverse multiple pages and sites Get a general overview
of APIs and how they work Learn several methods for storing the data you scrape
Download, read, and extract data from documents Use tools and techniques to
clean badly formatted data Read and write natural languages Crawl through forms
and logins Understand how to scrape JavaScript Learn image processing and text
recognition

Aunt Sandy's Medical Marijuana Cookbook
How can you bring out MySQL’s full power? With High Performance MySQL, you’ll
learn advanced techniques for everything from designing schemas, indexes, and
queries to tuning your MySQL server, operating system, and hardware to their
fullest potential. This guide also teaches you safe and practical ways to scale
applications through replication, load balancing, high availability, and failover.
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Updated to reflect recent advances in MySQL and InnoDB performance, features,
and tools, this third edition not only offers specific examples of how MySQL works,
it also teaches you why this system works as it does, with illustrative stories and
case studies that demonstrate MySQL’s principles in action. With this book, you’ll
learn how to think in MySQL. Learn the effects of new features in MySQL 5.5,
including stored procedures, partitioned databases, triggers, and views Implement
improvements in replication, high availability, and clustering Achieve high
performance when running MySQL in the cloud Optimize advanced querying
features, such as full-text searches Take advantage of modern multi-core CPUs and
solid-state disks Explore backup and recovery strategies—including new tools for
hot online backups

High Performance MySQL
A thorough resource on handloading at home, Shooter’s Bible Guide to
Handloading provides detailed information about the history of handloading and
key figures’ innovations, a simple explanation of hand reloading, selecting the
basic tools needed, and choosing your cases, dies, primers, and powders as well as
step-by-step instructions for reloading firearm cartridges and how to test your
loads at the range. The text is supplemented by more than one hundred detailed
photographs that illustrate the various types of reloading equipment available and
provide guidance in performing the actions that result in a handloaded cartridge.
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The Shooter’s Bible Guide to Handloading covers interesting engineering questions
the handloader may consider, including bullet integrity, copper bullets, and energy
versus killing power. Other topics covered include: Handloading the old-fashioned
way Casting your own bullets The influence of barrel length Economics of home
reloading And much more! Pick up a copy of the Shooter’s Bible Guide to
Handloading to learn everything you need to know about reloading by hand at
home. Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a broad range of books for hunters
and firearms enthusiasts. We publish books about shotguns, rifles, handguns,
target shooting, gun collecting, self-defense, archery, ammunition, knives,
gunsmithing, gun repair, and wilderness survival. We publish books on deer
hunting, big game hunting, small game hunting, wing shooting, turkey hunting,
deer stands, duck blinds, bowhunting, wing shooting, hunting dogs, and more.
While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes
overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise
find a home.

JavaScript: Novice to Ninja
Pick up where certification exams leave off. With this practical, in-depth guide to
the entire network infrastructure, you’ll learn how to deal with real Cisco networks,
rather than the hypothetical situations presented on exams like the CCNA. Network
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Warrior takes you step by step through the world of routers, switches, firewalls,
and other technologies based on the author's extensive field experience. You'll find
new content for MPLS, IPv6, VoIP, and wireless in this completely revised second
edition, along with examples of Cisco Nexus 5000 and 7000 switches throughout.
Topics include: An in-depth view of routers and routing Switching, using Cisco
Catalyst and Nexus switches as examples SOHO VoIP and SOHO wireless access
point design and configuration Introduction to IPv6 with configuration examples
Telecom technologies in the data-networking world, including T1, DS3, frame relay,
and MPLS Security, firewall theory, and configuration, as well as ACL and
authentication Quality of Service (QoS), with an emphasis on low-latency queuing
(LLQ) IP address allocation, Network Time Protocol (NTP), and device failures

Practical Packet Analysis
Provides information on ways to use Wireshark to capture and analyze packets,
covering such topics as building customized capture and display filters, graphing
traffic patterns, and building statistics and reports.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
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